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Description

[0001] This invention relates to parallel processing.
[0002] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a prior art CPU-
based system 100 implementing a cellular phone with
video capability camprising the following modules: a CPU
110, a color LCD module 120, a camera 125, a keypad
130, a CPU memoly 140, a modem150 (modem for ex-
ample being implemented by a DSP), an RF transceiver
160, a flash memory 170, an EPROM 180, a SIM Card
190, and an audio codec 105. In operation, intercepted
video and/or graphics data is received through RF trans-
ceiver 160 and modem 150, and processed by CPU 110.
CPU 110 transfers the video and/or graphics data to
memory 140 for temporary storage during the process-
ing. The processed data is output on LCD 120. Outgoing
video and/or graphics data is received from camera 125
and processed by CPU 110. CPU 110 transfers the video
and/or graphics data to memory 140 for temporary stor-
age during the processing. The processed data is trans-
mitted out through modem 150 and RF transceiver 160.
Flash memory 170 and EPROM 180 store the CPU pro-
gram and constant parameters.
[0003] In order to enable video capability, CPU 110
must be provided with software to handle video and
graphics. Special instructions (often termed multi-media
extension instructions) are designed for CPU 110, and
video/graphics instructions are executed in series with
other instructions. In addition, the frequency of CPU 110
must be increased compared to a CPU in a system with-
out video capability so as to meet the real time require-
ment. The increased clock frequency linearly increases
power consumption.
[0004] An additional source of power loss relates to
the data transfer across the input/output pins (intercon-
nect) between the CPU 110 IC and the memory 140 IC.
This kind of data traffic involves charge/discharge of a
large capacitive load on the input/output buffers and
therefore large power consumption. Quantitatively, the
amount of power wasted over the input/output pins of
memory IC 140 is given. by:

where P1D is the power consumed over the data pins,
and P1C is the power consumed over the control and
address pins. Typically, the former is much larger than
the latter, and

where
CIO is the capacitive load of the external data bus, in
Farads,

VIO is the supply voltage of the I/O of the memory device,
in Volts.
BIO is the effective bandwidth of the transactions over
the data bus, in bits/second
[0005] For example for a typical DRAM memory IC,
the wasted power can be approximated as follows:
CIO =10*10-12 Farad
VIO = 2.5 Volts
BIO = 200*106 bits/sec, thus
P1D = 10*10-12 * 2.52 * 0.5 * 200*106 = 6.25mW
and therefore Pl > 6.25mW
[0006] In another prior art system 200 of a cellular
phone with video capability illustrated in FIG. 2, a signal
processing core 215 can be embedded on the same die
with a CPU 210, with core 215 handling the video and
graphic tasks. Because the video and graphic tasks are
handled by core 215, the clock frequency of CPU 210
need not be increased beyond the frequency of a CPU
for a cellular phone without video capability, and there-
fore the power that would have been wasted by the in-
creased frequency is conserved. However, system 200
is nevertheless not very efficient from the power con-
sumption standpoint because the IC including CPU 210
and core 215 still exchanges a lot of data. with memory
140 and therefore consumes a lot of power (see above
approximation) across the interconnect between the
CPU 210 IC and memory 140 IC.
[0007] FIG. 3A illustrates another prior art system 300
of a cellular phone with video capability. A general pur-
pose or application specific digital signal processor
(DSP) 385 is placed external to a CPU 310. DSP 385
handles the video and graphics tasks while CPU 310
handles the other tasks. Therefore there is no require-
ment to increase the clock frequency of CPU 310 com-
pared to a CPU in a cellular phone without video capa-
bility. However DSP 385 requires an additional memory
395, for example a DRAM or RAM 395 which can either
be embedded within DSP 385 or placed as an off-the-
shelf memory IC external to DSP 385 and connected to
DSP 385.
[0008] FIG. 3B shows a similar system 320 with an
application specific CPU 380 and an SDRAM 390 replac-
ing DSP 385 and (D)RAM 395.
[0009] Both systems 300 and 320 have an increased
IC count compared to systems 100 and 200 and therefore
an increased size and cost. Systems 300 and 320 are
also not power efficient because data has to be moved
between CPU 310 and memory 140, between CPU 310
and DSP 385 or application specific CPU 380, and be-
tween DSP 385 or application specific CPU 380 and
memory 395 or 390, consuming a lot of power. The data
transfers between DSP 385 or application specific CPU
380 and memory 395 or 390 is typically (although not
necessarily) the highest traffic of the data transfers listed
above for systems 300 and 320, and therefore the most
wasteful in power because video compression/decom-
pression algorithms require multiple accesses to the data
[0010] There are also related art systems which in-
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clude a processor embedded in CPU memory.
[0011] US Patent No. 6,026,478 to Dowling describes
a VLIW (very large instruction word) processor that is
connected to an embedded DRAM VLIW extension proc-
essor, that also functions as the DRAM of the VLIW CPU.
US patent 6,026,478 partitions the allocation of tasks be-
tween the CPU and the embedded DRAM processor at
the instruction level.
[0012] As a result of splitting the program at the in-
struction level, the amount of data (where "data" includes
instructions) exchanges between the CPU and the em-
bedded DRAM processor is decreased by a certain
amount with respect to a regular CPU-DRAM paradigm.
The disadvantage of the system is in the required com-
plexity. For example, the embedded memory processing
unit needs to sense the stream of instructions that are
executed at the same time by the CPU, and the embed-
ded memory processing unit needs to share the instruc-
tion caching of the CPU. In addition, there are still signif-
icant data exchanges between the CPU and the DRAM
in order to synchronize the execution at the instruction
level .
[0013] US Patent No. 5,396,641 to Iobst et al. de-
scribes a single instruction multiple data (SIMD) and mul-
tiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) processors inte-
grated with DRAM. Each type of processor has an exter-
nal DRAM interface (i.e., the DRAM can be accessed as
a common DRAM). However, there are extra control lines
for operating the embedded processor from an external
"host".
[0014] Moreover the invention disclosed in US Patent
No. 5,396,641 does not support simultaneous internal
processing and external data transfers. An internal com-
putation cycle can only take place instead of a memory
access cycle. This approach makes it impossible to use
the embedded DRAM processor at the same time as the
CPU uses the embedded DRAM as its main memory.
[0015] US Patent No. 5,678,021 to Pawate et al. dis-
closes a smart memory that includes a data storage and
a processing core for executing instructions stored in the
data storage area. Externally, the smart memory is di-
rectly accessible as a standard memory device. However
the smart memory does not support simultaneous inter-
nal processing and external data transfers. An internal
computation cycle can only take place instead of a mem-
ory access cycle. This approach makes it impossible to
use the processing core at the same time as the CPU
uses the data storage as its main memory.
[0016] US 5,854,638 relates to techniques for sharing
memory as a personal computer unified memory archi-
tecture. The unified memory is divided into at least two
banks of memory. All but one of the memory banks is
reserved for access exclusively by the host memory con-
troller, and only one bank of memory is shared between
the host memory controller and the video controller. Host
accesses to the non-shared bank of the unified memory
can take place concurrently with video controller access-
es to the shared bank of memory.

[0017] US 6,020,903 relates to a method and an ap-
paratus for using a superfluous memory portion of a
memory provided on a video graphic adapter board as a
system memory. The method can be used in a computer
having a system bios, a system memory, and a video
graphic adapter.
[0018] What is needed in the art is a logic embedded
memory where the memory can be accessed simultane-
ously by an embedded ASSPU and by an main process-
ing unit.
[0019] The invention provides for a specialized mem-
ory device comprising:

a memory module, which includes at least two sep-
arate memory banks, including at least one special-
ized memory bank and at least one regular memory
bank;
an application specific signal processing unit ASSPU
which is embedded on the same die with said mem-
ory module, and has a read/write access to said at
least one specialized memory bank via an internal
bus, said ASSPU configured to execute at least one
pre-determined task;
a bus interface coupling an external main processing
unit to said memory module, said bus interface en-
ables said main processing unit to access said at
least one specialized memory bank in respect of data
related to at least one of said at least one predeter-
mined tasks executable by said ASSPU, and ena-
bles said main processing unit to access said at least
one regular memory bank; and
a traffic management unit TMU which allows access
to at least one of said at least one specialized bank
by said ASSPU simultaneously with access to at
least one of said at least one regular memory bank
by said main processing unit.

[0020] The invention further provides for a method for
sharing memory in a memory module between a main
processing unit and an application specific signal
processing unit ASSPU which is embedded on the same
die as the memory module, wherein the memory module
includes at least one bank shared by the main processing
unit and the ASSPU and at least one regular bank ac-
cessible by the main processing unit, the method com-
prising:

determining whether the main processing unit de-
sires to access a bank of the memory module which
is shared by the main processing unit and by the
ASSPU, in respect of data related to a predetermined
task executable by the ASSPU; and
if said determination is that the main processing unit
desires to access a non-shared (regular) bank of the
memory module, allowing access to said non-shared
bank by the main processing unit and allowing the
ASSPU to access said shared bank simultaneously.
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[0021] Yet further, the invention provides for a special-
ized memory device comprising:

a memory module, which includes at least one spe-
cialized memory bank;
an application specific signal processing unit
ASSPU , which is embedded on the same die with
said memory module, and has a read/write access
to said at least one specialized memory bank via an.
internal bus, said ASSPU configured to execute at
least one pre-determined task;
a bus interface coupling a main. processing unit to
said memory module, said bus interface enables
said main processing unit to access at least one reg-
ister of said ASSPU mapped to at least one address
of said at least one specialized bank.;
and
a traffic management unit TMU which allows access
by said main processing unit to at least one of said
at least one registers and allows access by said AS-
SPU to at least one of said at least one specialized
memory bank which includes said at least one of
said at least one addresses, simultaneously.

[0022] Still further, the invention provides for a method
for sharing memory on a memory module between a main
processing unit and an application specific signal
processing unit ASSPU which is embedded on the same
die as the memory module and is configured to execute
at least one pre-determined task, the memory module
including at least one specialized memory bank, the
method comprising:

determining whether the main processing unit de-
sires to access one of at least one predetermined
addresses in one of said at least one specialized
memory bank;
if said determination is that the main processing unit
desires to access one of said at least one predeter-
mined address in one of said at least one specialized
banks , allowing access to at least one register of
said ASSPU which is mapped to said one address
by the main processing unit; and
during said main processing unit access, allowing
said ASSPU to access said one specialized bank
which includes said one address, if said ASSPU so
desires.

[0023] The invention provides for a method for sharing
memory on a memory module between a main process-
ing unit and an application specific signal processing unit
ASSPU which is embedded on the same die as the mem-
ory module and is configured to execute at least one pre-
determined task, the memory module including at least
one specialized memory bank, the method comprising:

determining whether the main processing unit de-
sires to access one of at least one specialized mem-

ory bank;
if said determination is that the main processing unit
desires to access one of said at least one specialized
banks, allowing the main processing unit to access
indirectly said one specialized bank; and
during said main processing unit access, allowing
said ASSPU to access directly said one specialized
bank if said ASSPU so desires.

[0024] In order to understand the invention and to see
how it may be carried out in practice, a preferred embod-
iment will now be described, by way of non-limiting ex-
ample only, with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a prior art cellular phone
with video capability;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of another prior art cellular
phone with video capability;
Fig. 3A is a block diagram of yet another prior art
cellular phone with video capability;
Fig. 3B is a block diagram of still yet another prior
art cellular phone with video capability;
Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a cellular phone with
video capability, according to a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a block diagram of the internal structure of
a logic embedded memory, according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 6 is a functional computation flow diagram be-
tween a CPU and an embedded ASSPU, according
to a preferred embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a block diagram of a cellular phone with
video capability, according to another preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 8 illustrates a typical processing by a graphics
accelerator for a cellular telephone, according to a
preferred embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 9 is block diagram of a digital camera with video
capability, according to a preferred embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 10 is a block diagram of a digital camera with
video capability, according to another preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention; and
Fig. 11 is a block diagram of a set-top box with per-
sonal video recording capability, according to a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 12 is a block diagram of the internal structure
of a logic embedded memory, according to another
preferred embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 13 is a block diagram of the internal structure
of a logic embedded memory, according to another
preferred embodiment of the present invention; and
Fig. 14 is a block diagram of the internal structure
of a logic embedded memory, according to another
preferred embodiment of the present invention.
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Glossary

[0025] ASSPU: Application-Specific Signal Process-
ing Unit. A digital signal processing logic unit, which may
or may not contain a programmable processor, and is
designed optimized to handle one or a few similar specific
processing tasks.
[0026] Cache: a relatively small, very fast block of
memory that is used by a CPU or DSP for its most fre-
quent data transactions. The cache bridges between the
CPU (or DSP) and its main memory, which is typically
slower. The most common implementation of cache is a
fast SRAM (with additional logic).
[0027] CPU: Central Processing Unit. A unit which
constitutes whole or a part of an IC, that runs and exe-
cutes a software program which controls all (or most of)
other components in an electronic system.
[0028] DRAM: Dynamic Random Access Memory. A
RAM that needs occasional "refresh" operations in order
not to lose its content. DRAM is basically less expensive
and consumes less power than SRAM. Due to its lower
price, DRAM is the common solution for a CPU’s main
memory.
[0029] DSP: Digital Signal Processor. A special type
of processing unit, which is optimized for mathematical
processing of numerical data.
[0030] Flash Memory: type of a permanent storage
media, i.e., memory that retains its data even when not
connected to a power supply. Flash memory is based on
semi-conductor, has access time that is slower than RAM
(especially for write), but faster than most other perma-
nent storage media.
[0031] IC: Integrated Circuit. A complex electronic cir-
cuit made on a die of semi-conductor, which constitutes
one separate physical entity in a more complex electronic
system.
[0032] LCD: Liquid Crystal Display. A low power mech-
anism for electronic display of color images that is based
on applying electrical field with variable amplitude on a
liquid crystal. This method is used in most low power
appliances: lap-top PC, Palm PCs, cellular phones, dig-
ital cameras, etc.
[0033] RAM: Random Access Memory. A single IC, or
an array of ICs, that stores bits of digital information. The
information can be accessed for read or write (of new
information) in any random order.
[0034] SRAM: Static Random Access Memory. A
RAM, that can store its content as long as it is connected
to power supply, without the need for a "refresh" opera-
tion. SRAM is basically more expensive and consumes
more power than DRAM, but support faster data trans-
actions, especially for transactions of single or dual data
words.
(Digital TV) Set-top box: an electronic appliance that
receives digital, compressed, optionally encrypted mul-
timedia signal via cable, satellite, or terrestrial, processes
the signal and sends it to display on a monitor.
[0035] Any embodiment applying the invention in-

cludes a main processing unit IC perhaps with other pe-
ripheral processing and interface and communication
modules on the same IC, and a main memory IC with an
embedded ASSPU. The main processing unit can be for
example, a core with two processors (CPU/DSP), a CPU
or a DSP. The main memory can be for example DRAM,
SRAM or a combination that mixes DRAM and SRAM.
In die description below for ease of explanation, it is as-
sumed that the main processing unit is a CPU and the
main memory is DRAM. It is also assumed in many of
the embodiments described below that the processed
data is output to a color LCD but other outputs may be
used in alternative preferred embodiments.
[0036] Preferably, the ASSPU handles one or more
system tasks (i.e. functions) which are memory intensive
while the CPU handles other tasks. Data exchanges be-
tween the CPU and the main memory are therefore re-
duced, lowering power consumption. In addition, neither
an extra IC is added, nor its accompanying added cost
and size. Typically but not necessarily, tasks are at the
level of a sub-application (for example the frame level),
rather than at the instruction level or at the level of a group
of instructions. Functions that are allocated to the ASSPU
are generally excluded or eliminated from the program
of the CPU. An example of such a function can be com-
pressing an image, decompressing an image, converting
an image from one color space to another, etc.
[0037] Note that if the allocation is at a level other than
the instruction level or group of instructions level, the syn-
chronization between the ASSPU and CPU may be sim-
plified compared to an allocation at the instruction level,
for example because there is no need for the ASSPU to
share the instruction caching of the CPU.
[0038] In one preferred embodiment of the present in-
vention, the physical interface between the CPU IC and
the DRAM IC (including the ASSPU) conforms with. the
industry standard of physical interfaces between CPU IC
and a regular DRAM IC (without the ASSPU). In another
preferred embodiment of the invention, dedicated control
and/or status lines are added. For example, added pins
can be used for an interrupt signal to the CPU, and/or for
a signal indicating that the access is related to the tasks
performed by the ASSPU rather than being a regular
memory access (in embodiments where the address of
the access is not used for distinguishing the type of ac-
cess).
[0039] FIG 4 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the
present invention of a cellular phone with video capability.
A CPU 410 differs from a CPU without video capability
in that CPU 410 requires a software device driver for
communicating with the ASSPU within the logic embed-
ded memory 440. CPU 410 transfers video and/or graph-
ics data to logic embedded memory 440.
[0040] Refer to FIG 5 which shows the internal struc-
ture of logic embedded memory 440, in accordance with
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Except
for a traffic management unit 510, an. ASSPU 505 and
a specialized data bank 520, the rest of the modules are
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common to DRAM design and will therefore not be further
discussed. In this example there is assumed to be four
data banks, of which one data bank 520 is a specialized
bank which can be accessed by CPU 410 and ASSPU
505 and the other three banks 530 are regular banks
used only by CPU 410. For example, CPU 410 can ac-
cess regular banks 530 in the case of cache misses, i.e.
if the data CPU 410 attempts to read is not in the cache
memory, CPU can read the data from banks 530. It
should be evident that the preferred embodiment illus-
trated in FIG. 5 is not bound by the 1:3 specialized:regular
banks split and only requires at least one specialized
bank and at least one regular bank.
[0041] A special bus 550 connects ASSPU 505 with
specialized bank 520. In the description below and ap-
pended claims, the terms "bus" and "bus interface"
should be construed to include a plurality of "buses" and
"bus interfaces", respectively. Typically but not neces-
sarily, special bus 550 is wider than the other buses 580
inside logic embedded memory 440 to allow ASSPU 505
maximum utilization of specialized bank 520 and opera-
tion at a low frequency.
[0042] ASSPU 505 processes the image/video data,
for example by compressing, decompressing, filtering
etc. Results are temporarily stored in specialized bank
520.
[0043] Traffic management unit (TMU) 510 allows
CPU 410 and ASSPU 505 to share access to specialized
bank 520. CPU 410 typically although not necessarily
does not access specialized bank 520 except for feeding
ASSPU 505 with new data or acquiring results of process-
ing by ASSPU 505. TMU 510 distinguishes between vid-
eo and/or graphics data from other data and therefore
CPU 410 access to specialized bank 520 rather than reg-
ular banks 530 based preferably on either the address
range exhibited on the memory address bus of CPU 410
or special dedicated signals within the interface between
CPU 410 and embedded memory 440 (for example con-
nected to control logic 540). For example, the dedicated
signals can include a signal set high by CPU 410 to in-
dicate that the data is video/graphics data and set low
by CPU 410 to indicate other (general purpose) data.
[0044] In one preferred embodiment based on FIG. 5,
CPU 410 has priority in case of conflict. If the conflict
arises during a CPU read, TMU 510 stalls the cycle while
signaling to ASSPU 505 to release access of specialized
bank 520. Once specialized bank 520 is accessible by
CPU 410, the CPU read cycle is completed and subse-
quent ASSPU 505 can resume access.
[0045] In case of a CPU write, TMU 510 buffers the
written data, while signaling ASSPU 505 to release ac-
cess of specialized bank 520. Once specialized bank 520
is accessible to CPU 410, TMU 510 emulates a CPU
write cycle, starting with the data that was temporarily
buffered. Similarly, if CPU 410 is first in accessing spe-
cialized bank 520, TMU 410 prevents access by ASSPU
505.
[0046] In certain cases, conflict can. be minimized or

eliminated through synchronization of CPU 410 with re-
spect to the specific application. For example, in case of
video decompression, CPU 410 may write the com-
pressed data to a pre-defined buffer in memory 440, no-
tify ASSPU 505 of that via a command data word that is
delivered across the external memory interface, and write
the next load of compressed data to another buffer, notify
ASSPU 505 and so forth. This scheme of double or mul-
tiple buffers uses some extra memory space, but allows
for a safe, sustained arbitration of memory portions to
CPU 410 and ASSPU 505 without creating conflict situ-
ations.
[0047] Another preferred embodiment of the internal
configuration of embedded memory 440 is illustrated in
FIG 12. In this preferred embodiment, CPU 410 can only
access registers 1215 of ASSPU 505 which are mapped
to certain addresses in specialized bank 520. CPU 410
therefore has no "direct" access to specialized bank 520.
Instead, CPU 410 writes and reads values from the reg-
isters 1215 of ASSPU 505. For example, registers 1215
can include an input FIFO register 1230 to which CPU
410 writes and an output FIFO register 1240 from which
CPU 410 reads. Continuing with the example, preferably
registers 1215 also includes two additional registers 1280
and 1290 readable by CPU 410 which indicate the full-
ness/emptiness status of FIFO registers 1230 and 1240
respectively. For example, if input FIFO register 1230
has a physical size of 256 bytes, and FIFO 1230 is 20
bytes full, CPU 410 can only write 236 bytes before an
overflow occurs. A special bus 1250 connects ASSPU
505 with specialized bank 520. Typically but not neces-
sarily, special bus 550 is wider than the other buses 580
inside logic embedded memory 440 to allow ASSPU 505
maximum utilization of specialized bank 520 and opera-
tion at a low frequency. Special bus 1250 is shared by
input register 1230, output register 1240 and ASSPU
505. When ASSPU 505 is not accessing specialized bank
520, a TMU 1210 uses the spare cycles to read data from
specialized bank 1220 to output FIFO 1240 and to write
data from input FIFO 1230 to specialized bank 1220.
[0048] TMU 1210 distinguishes between access by
CPU 410 to regular banks 530 or specialized bank 520,
based either on the address or by dedicated signals con-
nected to the control logic as was discussed above.
[0049] TMU 1210 controls a de-multiplexer 1260 and
a multiplexer 1270. De-multiplexer 1260 has one input
from data input buffer 540 and two outputs, data bus 580
or FIFO input register 1230, depending on a control signal
from TMU 1210. Multiplexer 1270 has two inputs (from
data bus 580 or from FIFO output register 1240) and one
output to data output buffer 545. A control signal from
TMU 1210 selects which of the two inputs will be trans-
ferred to data output buffer 545. Note that in the preferred
embodiment illustrated in FIG. 12, CPU 410 can access
register 1215 which are mapped to certain addresses in
specialized bank 520 at the same time that ASSPU 505
can. access specialized bank 520.
[0050] The steps of an example of a video decompres-
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sion by system 400 will now be explained with reference
to FIG 6. CPU 410 notifies ASSPU 505 that a new com-
pressed frame has started to be inputted into memory in
step 602. Notification can be for example via a command
data word that is delivered across the external interface
between memory 440 and CPU 410. The compressed
frame begins to be inputted into memory. Typically al-
though not necessarily, the order of the data in the frame
is pre-defined but otherwise the address can be used to
indicate which part of the frame is being written or a spe-
cial prefix can be used for the data. Depending on the
preferred embodiment, the compressed frame can be
written to specialized bank 520 or to input FIFO register
1230. In step 604, ASSPU 505 begins decompressing
the new frame. In step 608, ASSPU 505 asserts a flag
for notifying CPU 410 that first segment of video is ready
(in this example, decompressed). The flag can be assert-
ed for example, by writing to control memory locations in
specialized bank 520 or to control registers external to
bank 520 but mapped to addresses in bank 520. CPU
410 periodically polls those control memory locations or
control registers (step 606). As another example (not il-
lustrated in FIG 6) ASSPU 505 signals to CPU 410 that
certain portions of the data are already processed by
using dedicated signals in the interface between CPU
410 and logic embedded memory 440, for example to
interrupt CPU 410. In step 610, CPU 410 reads the ready
decompressed segments, depending on the preferred
embodiment from specialized bank 520 or from output
FIFO register 1240. Further processing by CPU 410 of
the read segments, for example transmitting the ready
segments, storing the segments on a SIM card or other
type of memory such as flash, hard disk, etc., and/or dis-
playing the segments on LCD 120 or an equivalent dis-
play module are out of the scope of the invention.
[0051] Steps 610, 612, 614 and 616 are repeated for
each subsequent segment in the frame. In step 618, CPU
410 completes the writing of the current frame to memory.
In step 620, ASSPU 505 asserts a flag notifying CPU 410
that the last segment is ready. In step 622, CPU 410
starts writing the next compressed frame to memory.
Note that the writing of the next compressed frame can
occur before reading the last ready segment of the pre-
vious frame In step 624, CPU 410 notifies ASSPU 505
that a new compressed frame has started to be inputted
into memory. In step 626, ASSPU 505 begins decom-
pressing the new frame and the process begins anew.
[0052] In an alternative functional flow, there are no or
less notifications between CPU 410 and ASSPU 505.
For example, assuming an internal structure as illustrated
in FIG. 12, CPU 410 can. realize that there are ready
segments based on reading emptiness register1290 as-
sociated with output FIFO 1240. Similarly, because AS-
SPU 505 has full access to specialized bank 520, ASSPU
505 can periodically check whether any new data has
been inputted into specialized bank 520 which requires
processing. Therefore in this alternative functional flow
one or more of steps 608,614, 620, 624, and the notifi-

cation part of step 602 may be omitted. In addition, step
606 can be replaced by a step of CPU 410 checking
emptiness register 1290 associated with output FIFO
1240.
[0053] FIG 7 illustrates another preferred embodiment
of a cellular telephone with video capability in accordance
with the present invention, where the data to be displayed
is not read by CPU 710 but instead directly fed forward
to LCD 120 by a logic embedded memory 740. The soft-
ware of CPU 710 can be simpler than the software of
CPU 410 because the task of reading the data and send-
ing the data to LCD 120 can be offloaded. In this preferred
embodiment, the logic embedded memory 740 IC does
not have the pin-out of a standard DRAM chip and the
architecture differs from the well accepted legacy archi-
tecture (in contrast to one preferred implementation of
the embedded memory 440 IC). For example, in one pre-
ferred embodiment, in addition to the pins of a standard
DRAM the pin-out of the embedded memory 740 IC may
include the following extra pins:

VLCK - video pixel clock (output)
VS - Vertical video sync (output)
HS - Horizontal video sync (output)
Data[7:0] - video pixel data (8 output pins)

[0054] The process of CPU 710 writing data to logic
embedded memory 740 is similar to the process illustrat-
ed in FIG. 6. However, instead of CPU 710 reading data
from embedded memory 740 for further transfer to LCD
120, the data is transferred directly from logic embedded
memory 740 to LCD 120.
[0055] FIG. 13 shows an example of the internal con-
figuration of embedded memory 740, in accordance with
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. FIG 14
illustrates an alternative internal configuration of embed-
ded memory 740, in accordance with another preferred
embodiment of the present invention.
[0056] In FIG 13 and 14, embedded memory 740 in-
cludes an additional LCD bus 1310 coupled to ASSPU
505 in order to allow direct transfer of the data to LCD
120. Note that in the embodiments illustrated in PICT. 13
and 14, ASSPU 505 and TMU 510 or TMU 1210 are
assumed to be the same and are therefore allocated the
same number as in embodiments where there is no LCD
bus 1310. However in alternative preferred embodi-
ments, the ASSPU and the TMU in the internal configu-
rations of FIG 13 and 14 may differ from embodiments
where there is no LCD bus 1310.
[0057] Refer to FIG. 8, which illustrates the processing
by a graphics accelerator for a cellular telephone config-
ured as in FIG 7, in accordance with a preferred embod-
iment of the present invention. Instead of CPU 710 writing
the graphic pixel by pixel, CPU 710 sends an. overall
command to ASSPU 505 and ASSPU 505 writes the
graphic pixel by pixel to LCD 105. The illustration em-
phasizes the reduction of traffic over the CPU-memory
bus.
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[0058] Recall that in a cellular phone system without
the present invention, the processing of the high level
graphics command to data exchanges are done within
the CPU, or by an application specific signal processor
or DSP IC that bridges between the CPU and the LCD.
In both cases, the data exchange between the graphics
processing logic and memory is intensive and consumes
a lot of power. The cellular telephone of the present in-
vention has the graphics processing logic as part of the
logic embedded memory IC. This replaces "external" da-
ta exchanges between the CPU IC and memory IC with
"internal" data exchanges between the ASSPU and part
of the memory array on the same IC. Being internal, and
at a lower frequency, these internal exchanges consume
less power. However, in preferred embodiments where
CPU 410 reads the resultant processed data from mem-
ory 440 in order to pass the data to LCD 120, the data
passes through input/output, and power is consumed.
As an example, LCD 120 can require updated data 60
times per second. Therefore the preferred embodiment
illustrated in FIG.7 and 8 aims at further reducing the
consumed power by connecting logic embedded mem-
ory 740 directly to LCD 120.
[0059] The logic embedded memory of the current in-
vention can. be used for other applications as presented
in the following preferred embodiments.
[0060] FIG. 9 illustrates a digital camera system with
video capability, in accordance with a preferred embod-
iment of the present. The illustrated digital camera sys-
tem can be a digital still camera or a digital video camera.
The present invention allows a camera with video capa-
bility using the same number of chips as a camera without
video capability. The interaction between a camera back
end processor CBEP 910 and logic embedded memory
440 is similar to the interaction between CPU 410 and
logic embedded memory 440 described with reference
to FIG 4 and therefore FIG. 9 will only be briefly described.
CBEP 910 transfers video, image and/or graphics data
to logic embedded memory 440. Such data is distin-
guished from other (general purpose) data exchanged
between CBEP 910 and logic embedded memory 440
either by the address range(s) exhibited on memory ad-
dress bus of CBEP or by special dedicated signals within
the interface between CBEP 910 and logic embedded
memory 440. The image/video data is processed by AS-
SPU 505 (FIG 5) and temporarily stored within special-
ized bank 520. Processing can include inter-alia one or
more of the following: compression, decompression, fil-
tering, and color-space-conversion. ASSPU 505 option-
ally signals to CBEP 910 that certain segments have al-
ready been processed and are ready by for example,
utilizing dedicated signals in the CBEP 910-logic embed-
ded memory 440 interface which can for example be used
to interrupt CBEP 910. As another example, ASSPU 505
can signal that segments are ready by letting CBEP 901
poll certain prescribed memory locations, for example
control registers mapped to addresses in specialized
bank 520. CBEP 910 can then read these processed

data segments As another alternative, CBEP 901 can
check the emptiness/fullness register 1290 associated
with output FIFO register 1240. The actions performed
by CBEP 910 on the processed data, for example trans-
mitting the packets, storing the packet on a flash card
960, flash memory chip 170 or other types of memory,
such as for example a hard disk, or displaying the packets
on an LCD 120 or an equivalent display module are out
of the scope of the invention. In a preferred embodiment,
conflicts between external accesses from CBEP 910 and
internal accesses from ASSPU 505 are resolved as de-
scribed above with reference to FIG 5. In another pre-
ferred embodiment, conflicts are prevented by utilizing
the internal configuration of memory 440 illustrated in
FIG. 12, so that CBEP 910 accesses registers 1215 in-
stead of specialized bank 520.
[0061] CBEP 910 accesses regular banks 530 for reg-
ular (general purpose) data exchanges, such as access-
es to the On-Screen Display (OSD) memory, graphics
frame buffer, etc, for example when the CBEP 910 cache
has "misses".FIG. 10 shows a second preferred embod-
iment of a digital camera system with video capability in
accordance with the present invention, where the data
to be displayed is not read by CBEP 1010 but instead
directly fed forward to LCD 120 by logic embedded mem-
ory 740. The software of CBEP 1210 can be simpler than
the software of CPU 910 because the task of reading the
data and sending the data to LCD 120 can be offloaded.
The process of CBEP 1010 writing data to logic embed-
ded memory 740 is similar to the process illustrated in.
FIG. 9. However, instead of CBEP 1010 reading data
from embedded memory 740 for further transfer to LCD
120, the data is transferred directly from logic embedded
memory 740 to LCD 120, and therefore there is a saving
in power as discussed above.
[0062] In some embodiments where the system of FIG.
9 or 10 is a video camera, the system may include a tape
device (not shown) in addition to or instead of flash card
960.
[0063] FIG. 11 illustrates a block diagram of a set top
box with personal video recording capability for both an-
alog and digital input video, in accordance with a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention. A common
trend in the industry is to equip digital TV set-top boxes
for cable or satellite or terrestrial broadcasting, with the
capability to record video (and audio) in. digital format.
This feature is commonly called personal video record-
ing.
[0064] When the incoming signal is a compressed dig-
ital stream, this feature mainly involves the operation of
file formatting and recording. However, when the source
is legacy analog TV signal (NTSC/PAL/SECAM) the op-
eration involves (digitization and) high performance
MPEG2 compression.
[0065] Typically although not necessarily, digital TV
set-top box systems have an STB integrated processor
that takes care of parsing the incoming bit stream, de-
compressing the video and sending it for display, decom-
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pressing the audio and playing it, and other functions
such as graphical user interface, decryption manage-
ment, electronic programming guide applications, etc.
The base-band processor typically although not neces-
sarily uses a large amount of DRAM - 128Mbit and more.
[0066] This processor also takes care of recording vid-
eo and audio when the source is digital and compressed.
In order to support the storage of video sourced out of
an analog signal, or even to support bit-rate conversion
of video sourced out of the digital stream, video compres-
sion is needed. The compression standard used in set-
top box systems is MPEG2. This standard is very much
a memory-intensive and computationally power intensive
process.
[0067] The addition of logic embedded memory 440
enables video compression. This solution is advanta-
geous compared to the prior art solution of adding a ded-
icated application specific signal processor plus internal
or external DRAM, and thereby increasing IC count, cost,
power, and if the DRAM is external then also DRAM re-
dundancy. The solution is also advantageous compared
to a second prior art solution of enhancing the STB inte-
grated processor with. an MPEG2 compression core and
increasing DRAM sufficiently for the MPEG2 compres-
sion process, thereby creating a bottleneck of data
throughput between the processor and the DRAM. The
use of two DRAM IC’s in the second prior art solution,
one for compression and the other for other tasks with
separate busses connecting the processor to the DRAM
ICs would solve the bottleneck but at the cost of expense
and DRAM redundancy.
[0068] Referring to FIG. 11, in the case of recording
video sourced from a digital stream, the data is input from
an RF receiver 1102 through a modem 1104, optionally
decrypted by the conditional access descrambler 1106,
and then input to the STB integrated processor 1110,
where it is possibly decoded and output for display, but
also formatted and sent through a storage medium con-
troller 1124 to a final storage medium 1126. It is assumed
in Figure 11 that final storage medium 1126 is a magnetic
hard disk and storage medium controller 1124 is a hard
disk controller, but final storage medium 1126 can equiv-
alently be a DVD (digital versatile disk), digital tape, etc
with controller 1124 adapted correspondingly.
[0069] In the case of recording video sourced in an
analog signal 1116, the analog data is digitized and de-
coded by a video decoder 1122, transferred through set
top box STB integrated processor 1110 to logic embed-
ded memory 440. The internal embedded ASSPU 505
compresses the video data. STB integrated processor
1110 transfers the data from logic embedded memory
440 to hard-disk controller 1124, and from there to the
hard-disk 1126. In an alternative preferred embodiment,
video decoder 1122 can be embedded within. STB inte-
grated processor 1110, mutatis mutandis.
[0070] As mentioned above, even if the video source
is digital, i.e. the video is input compressed, there may
be a need for MPEG2 compression, e.g. in order to re-

duce the bit-rate of the incoming video so as to make it
more compact before its storage. This requires nearly a
complete MPEG2 process, utilizing logic embedded
memory 440 of the present invention.
[0071] Alternatively, the compressed video from a log-
ic embedded memory can directly output to a display
such as a TV.
[0072] It should be noted that although the design of
high performance, dense logic processing functions re-
quires a different semiconductor process than the design
of high performance dense memory, the cost increment
of manufacturing a memory with an ASSPU using a mem-
ory-optimized semi-conductor process compared to a
memory without an ASSPU is relatively small if the
amount of logic is significantly smaller than the amount
of memory. The power savings however are relatively
large due to the data exchanges being internal between
the ASSPU and the specialized bank. To further illustrate
the power savings the following example is presented:

Cin is the internal capacitive load, in Farads.
Vin is the internal supply voltage, in Volts.
B is the effective bandwidth of the data transactions, in
bits/second
Assume as a typical example; Cin = 1*10-12 Farad
Vin = 1.5 Volts
B = 200*106 bits/sec, thus
P2 = 10-12 * 1.52 * 0.5 * 200*106 = 0.225mW
comparing to more than 6.25mW without the present in-
vention as calculated above.
[0073] In addition, if the ASSPU 505 is embedded in
DRAM memory and has a wide bus, the invention may
allow a saving of SRAM, by replacing SRAM with DRAM,
thereby reducing cost because DRAM is more dense
than SRAM.
[0074] The present invention is especially advanta-
geous under one or more of the following industrial con-
ditions:

1) The system is required to exhibit low power con-
sumption, low IC count (and/or small physical size),
and low cost;
2) The semi-conductor area required for implement-
ing the digital signal processing function (e.g., video
compression, decompression, etc.) is much smaller
than the semi-conductor area required for imple-
menting the overall memory required for the opera-
tion of the CPU and the operation of the digital signal
processing function; and/or
3) The required digital signal processing function
does not need heavy data exchange with the CPU,
relative to the data exchange that the signal process-
ing function requires with memory.
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[0075] It will also be understood that the system ac-
cording to the invention may be a suitably programmed
computer. Likewise, the invention contemplates a com-
puter program being readable by a computer for execut-
ing the method of the invention. The invention further
contemplates a machine-readable memory tangibly em-
bodying a program of instructions executable by the ma-
chine for executing the method of the invention.
[0076] While the invention has been described with re-
spect to a limited number of embodiments, it will be ap-
preciated that many variations, modifications and other
applications of the invention may be made.

Claims

1. A specialized memory device comprising:

a memory module, which includes at least two
separate memory banks, including at least one
specialized memory bank (520) and at least one
regular memory bank (530);
an application specific signal processing unit
ASSPU (505) which is embedded on the same
die with said memory module, and has read/
write access to said at least one specialized
memory bank via an internal bus, said ASSPU
configured to execute at least one predeter-
mined task;
a bus interface coupling an external main
processing unit (410) to said memory module,
wherein said bus interface enables said main
processing unit to access said at least one reg-
ular memory bank; and
a traffic management unit TMU (510) which al-
lows simultaneous access to at least one of said
at least one specialized bank (520) and at least
one of said at least one regular memory bank
(530) by said ASSPU (505) and said main
processing unit (410) respectively;
characterized in that:

said bus interface enables said main
processing unit to access at least one con-
trol register (1230, 1240, 1280, 1290) of said
ASSPU (505) at a predetermined address
of said at least one specialized memory
bank (520) in respect of data related to at
least one of said predetermined tasks exe-
cutable by said ASSPU (505).

2. The specialized memory device of claim 1, further
comprising: a bus interface (1310) coupled to an ex-
ternal display device (120), wherein said at least one
specialized memory bank (520) includes sufficient
memory area for storing a full frame of display data.

3. The specialized memory device of claims 1 or 2,

wherein said TMU (510) determines which bank of
said at least one specialized memory bank and said
at least one regular memory bank said main process-
ing unit is requesting to access based on whether
said main processing unit is requesting to access
said at least one control register of said ASSPU
(505).

4. The specialized memory device according to any
one of the preceding claims, wherein said bus inter-
face to said main processing unit conforms with an
industry standard for a bus interface between a
memory module without said embedded ASSPU
(505) and said main processing unit.

5. The specialized memory device according any one
of the preceding claims, wherein said memory mod-
ule is a dynamic random access memory DRAM and
said main processing unit is selected from a group
including at least a central processing unit CPU and
a digital signal processor-DSP.

6. The specialized memory device according to any
one of the preceding claims, wherein said main
processing unit (410) is configured to execute an ap-
plication and to allocate through said interface mem-
ory intensive sub-applications of said application to
said ASSPU (505).

7. The specialized memory device of claim 6 wherein
said application includes video and/or graphics.

8. The specialized memory device according to any
one of the preceding claims, for use in a system that
includes a module that accommodates said main
processing unit (410).

9. The specialized memory device of claim 8, wherein
said system is selected from a group including at
least: a cellular telephone, a digital video camera, a
digital still camera, and a set-top box.

10. The specialized memory device according to any
one of the preceding claims, further comprising: a
special bus (1250) for said ASSPU (505) to access
said at least one specialized bank (520), wherein
said at least one control register includes an input
FIFO register (1230) and an output FIFO register
(1240) and wherein during spare cycles when said
ASSPU (505) is not using said special bus (1250) to
access said at least one specialized bank, said TMU
(510) uses spare cycles on said special bus (1250)
to write data from said input FIFO register (1230) to
at least one of said at least one specialized bank and
to read data from at least one of said at least one
specialized bank (520) to said output FIFO register
(1240).
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11. A method for sharing memory in a memory module
between a main processing unit (410) and an appli-
cation specific signal processing unit ASSPU (505)
which is embedded on the same die as the memory
module, wherein the memory module includes at
least one bank (520) shared by the main processing
unit (410) and the ASSPU (505) and at least one
non-shared regular bank (530) accessible by the
main processing unit, the method comprising:

enabling said main processing unit (410) to ac-
cess said at least one regular memory bank
(530);
determining whether the main processing unit
is requesting access to the at least one shared
memory bank (520); and
if said determination is that the main processing
unit is requesting access to a non-shared (reg-
ular) bank (530) of the memory module, allowing
access to said non-shared bank (530) by the
main processing unit and allowing the ASSPU
(505) to access said shared bank (520) simul-
taneously;
characterized by:

enabling said main processing unit (410) to
access at least one control register (1230,
1240, 1280, 1290) of said ASSPU (50S5 at
a predetermined address of said at least
one shared memory bank (520) in respect
of data related to at least one predetermined
task executable by said ASSPU (505); and
said determining comprising determining
whether the main processing unit is re-
questing access to a control register (1230,
1240, 1280, 1290) of said ASSPU (505) at
a predetermined address of the at least one
shared memory bank (520), in respect of
data related to a predetermined task exe-
cutable by the ASSPU (505).

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising: if said
determination is that the main processing unit (410)
is requesting access to a shared bank (520), signal-
ing said ASSPU (505) to release access of said
shared bank (520), if necessary, and preventing said
ASSPU (505) from accessing said shared bank (520)
while the main processing unit (410) accesses said
shared bank (520).

13. The method of claim 11, including executing an ap-
plication using said main processing unit (410) and
allocating memory intensive sub-applications of said
application to said ASSPU (505).

14. A computer readable storage medium storing one or
more programs executable by one or more process-
ing units for performing the method steps of any of

claims 11-13.

Patentansprüche

1. Spezialspeichergerät, das aufweist:

einen Speicherbaustein, der mindestens zwei
getrennte Speicherbänke enthält, zu denen min-
destens eine Spezialspeicherbank (520) und
mindestens eine normale Speicherbank (530)
gehören;
eine anwendungsspezifische Signalverarbei-
tungseinheit ASSPU (505), die zusammen mit
dem Speicherbaustein auf dem gleichen Chip
eingebettet ist und über einen internen Bus Le-
se-/Schreib-Zugriff auf die mindestens eine
Spezialspeicherbank hat, wobei die ASSPU so
konfiguriert ist, dass sie mindestens eine vorge-
gebene Aufgabe ausführt;
eine Bus-Schnittstelle, die eine externe Haupt-
verarbeitungseinheit (410) an den Speicherbau-
stein ankoppelt, wobei die Bus-Schnittstelle er-
möglicht, dass die Hauptverarbeitungseinheit
auf mindestens eine normale Speicherbank zu-
greift; und
eine Verkehrsverwaltungseinheit TMU (510),
die gleichzeitigen Zugriff auf mindestens eine
Spezialspeicherbank (520) bzw. mindestens ei-
ne normale Speicherbank (530) durch die AS-
SPU (505) bzw. die Hauptverarbeitungseinheit
(410) zulässt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Bus-Schnittstelle ermöglicht, dass die
Hauptverarbeitungseinheit in Bezug auf Daten,
die mit mindestens einer der vorgegebenen,
durch die ASSPU (505) ausführbaren Aufgaben
zusammenhängen, auf mindestens ein Steuer-
register (1230, 1240, 1280, 1290) der ASSPU
(505) an einer vorgegebenen Adresse der min-
destens einen Spezialspeicherbank (520) zu-
greift.

2. Spezialspeichergerät nach Anspruch 1, das ferner
aufweist: eine an ein externes Anzeigegerät (120)
gekoppelte Bus-Schnittstelle (1310), wobei die min-
destens eine Spezialspeicherbank (520) ausrei-
chend Speicher zum Abspeichern eines vollen An-
zeigedatenrahmens enthält.

3. Spezialspeichergerät nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wo-
bei die TMU (510) in Abhängigkeit davon, ob die
Hauptverarbeitungseinheit Zugriff auf das minde-
stens eine Steuerregister der ASSPU (505) anfor-
dert, ermittelt, auf welche Bank von der mindestens
einen Spezialspeicherbank und der mindestens ei-
nen normalen Speicherbank die Hauptverarbei-
tungseinheit Zugriff anfordert.
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4. Spezialspeichergerät nach einem der vorstehenden
Ansprüche, wobei die Bus-Schnittstelle zur Haupt-
verarbeitungseinheit einer Industrienorm für eine
Bus-Schnittstelle zwischen einem Speicherbaustein
ohne die eingebettete ASSPU (505) und der Haupt-
verarbeitungseinheit entspricht.

5. Spezialspeichergerät nach einem der vorstehenden
Ansprüche, wobei der Speicherbaustein ein dyna-
mischer Direktzugriffsspeicher DRAM ist und die
Hauptverarbeitungseinheit aus einer Gruppe ausge-
wählt ist, die mindestens eine Zentraleinheit CPU
und einen Digitalsignalprozessor DSP enthält.

6. Spezialspeichergerät nach einem der vorstehenden
Ansprüche, wobei die Hauptverarbeitungseinheit
(410) so konfiguriert ist, dass sie eine Anwendung
ausführt und durch die Schnittstelle speicherintensi-
ve Unteranwendungen der Anwendung der ASSPU
(505) zuweist.

7. Spezialspeichergerät nach Anspruch 6, wobei die
Anwendung Video und/oder Graphik einschließt.

8. Spezialspeichergerät nach einem der vorstehenden
Ansprüche zur Verwendung in einem System, das
einen Baustein einschließt, der die Hauptverarbei-
tungseinheit (410) aufnimmt.

9. Spezialspeichergerät nach Anspruch 8, wobei das
System aus einer Gruppe ausgewählt ist, die min-
destens enthält:

ein Mobiltelefon, eine digitale Videokamera, ei-
nen digitalen Fotoapparat und eine Set-Top-
Box.

10. Spezialspeichergerät nach einem der vorstehenden
Ansprüche, das ferner aufweist: einen Spezialbus
(1250) für die ASSPU (505), um auf die mindestens
eine Spezialbank (520) zuzugreifen, wobei das min-
destens eine Steuerregister ein Eingangs-FIFO-Re-
gister (1230) und ein Ausgangs-FIFO-Register
(1240) aufweist, und wobei während Reservezyklen,
wenn die ASSPU (505) den Spezialbus (1250) nicht
nutzt, um auf die mindestens eine Spezialbank zu-
zugreifen, die TMU (510) Reservezyklen auf dem
Spezialbus (1250) nutzt, um Daten aus dem Ein-
gangs-FIFO-Register (1230) in mindestens eine von
der mindestens einen Spezialbank einzuschreiben
und Daten aus mindestens einer von der mindestens
einen Spezialbank (520) in das Ausgangs-FIFO-Re-
gister (1240) auszulesen.

11. Verfahren zur gemeinsamen Speichernutzung in ei-
nem Speicherbaustein zwischen einer Hauptverar-
beitungseinheit (410) und einer anwendungsspezi-
fischen Signalverarbeitungseinheit ASSPU (505),

die auf dem gleichen Chip eingebettet ist wie der
Speicherbaustein, wobei der Speicherbaustein min-
destens eine durch die Hauptverarbeitungseinheit
(410) und die ASSPU (505) gemeinsam genutzte
Bank (520) und mindestens eine nicht gemeinsam
genutzte, für die Hauptverarbeitungseinheit zugreif-
bare normale Bank (530) enthält, wobei das Verfah-
ren aufweist:

Ermöglichen des Zugriffs der Hauptverarbei-
tungseinheit (410) auf die mindestens eine nor-
male Speicherbank (530);
Ermitteln, ob die Hauptverarbeitungseinheit Zu-
griff auf die mindestens eine gemeinsam ge-
nutzte Speicherbank (520) anfordert; und
wenn festgestellt wird, dass die Hauptverarbei-
tungseinheit Zugriff auf eine nicht gemeinsam
genutzte (normale) Bank (530) des Speicher-
bausteins anfordert, Erlauben des Zugriffs der
Hauptverarbeitungseinheit auf die nicht ge-
meinsam genutzte Bank (530) und gleichzeitig
Erlauben des Zugriffs der ASSPU (505) auf die
gemeinsam genutzte Bank (520);
gekennzeichnet durch:

Ermöglichen des Zugriffs der Hauptverar-
beitungseinheit (410) auf mindestens ein
Steuerregister (1230, 1240, 1280, 1290)
der ASSPU (505) an einer vorgegebenen
Adresse der mindestens einen gemeinsam
genutzten Speicherbank (520) in Bezug auf
Daten, die mit mindestens einer vorgege-
benen, durch die ASSPU (505) ausführba-
ren Aufgabe zusammenhängen; und
dadurch, dass die Ermittlung die Feststel-
lung einschließt, ob die Hauptverarbei-
tungseinheit in Bezug auf Daten, die mit der
vorgegebenen, durch die ASSPU (505)
ausführbaren Aufgabe zusammenhängen,
Zugriff auf ein Steuerregister (1230, 1240,
1280, 1290) der ASSPU (505) an einer vor-
gegebenen Adresse der mindestens einen
gemeinsam genutzten Speicherbank (520)
anfordert.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, das ferner aufweist:

wenn festgestellt wird, dass die Hauptverarbei-
tungseinheit (410) Zugriff zu einer gemeinsam
genutzten Bank (520) anfordert, Signalisieren
an die ASSPU (505), nötigenfalls den Zugriff auf
die gemeinsam genutzte Bank (520) freizuge-
ben, und Verhindern eines Zugriffs der ASSPU
(505) auf die gemeinsam genutzte Bank (520),
solange die Hauptverarbeitungseinheit (410)
auf die gemeinsam genutzte Bank (520) zu-
greift.
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13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, das die Ausführung
einer Anwendung, welche die Hauptverarbeitungs-
einheit (410) nutzt, und die Zuweisung von speicher-
intensiven Unteranwendungen der Anwendung zu
der ASSPU (505) einschließt.

14. Computerlesbares Speichermedium, das ein oder
mehrere Programme speichert, die durch eine oder
mehrere Verarbeitungseinheiten für die Durchfüh-
rung der Schritte nach einem der Ansprüche 11-13
ausführbar sind.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé comprenant :

O un module de mémoire, qui inclut au moins
deux bancs de mémoire séparés, incluant au
moins un banc de mémoire spécialisé (520) et
au moins un banc de mémoire normal (530) ;
O une unité de traitement de signal spécifique
d’application ASSPU (505) qui est incorporée
sur la même puce que ledit module de mémoire,
et a un accès de lecture/écriture audit au moins
un banc de mémoire spécialisé via un bus inter-
ne, ladite ASSPU étant configurée pour exécu-
ter au moins une tâche prédéterminée ;
O une interface de bus couplant une unité de
traitement principale externe (410) audit module
de mémoire, où ladite interface de bus permet
à ladite unité de traitement principale d’accéder
audit au moins un banc de mémoire normal ; et
O une unité de gestion de trafic TMU (510) qui
permet un accès simultané à au moins l’un dudit
au moins un banc de mémoire spécialisé (520)
et au moins un dudit au moins un banc de mé-
moire normal (530) par ladite ASSPU (505) et
ladite unité de traitement principale (410)
respectivement ;

caractérisé en ce que :

ladite interface de bus permet à ladite unité de
traitement principale d’accéder à au moins un
registre de commande (1230, 1240, 1280, 1290)
de ladite ASSPU (505) à une adresse prédéter-
minée dudit au moins un banc de mémoire spé-
cialisé (520) à propos de données liées à au
moins l’une desdites tâches prédéterminées
exécutables par ladite ASSPU (505).

2. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé selon la revendica-
tion 1, comprenant en outre : une interface de bus
(1310) couplée à un dispositif d’affichage externe
(120), dans lequel ledit au moins un banc de mémoi-
re spécialisé (520) inclut une superficie de mémoire
suffisante pour stocker une trame entière de don-

nées d’affichage.

3. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 2, dans lequel ladite TMU (510) détermine
à quel banc dudit au moins un banc de mémoire
spécialisé et dudit au moins un banc de mémoire
normal ladite unité de traitement principale demande
l’accès selon si ladite unité de traitement principale
demande l’accès audit au moins un registre de com-
mande de ladite ASSPU (505).

4. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, dans le-
quel ladite interface de bus à ladite unité de traite-
ment principale se conforme à une norme de l’indus-
trie pour une interface de bus entre un module de
mémoire sans ladite ASSPU incorporée (505) et la-
dite unité de traitement principale.

5. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, dans le-
quel ledit module de mémoire est une mémoire vive
dynamique DRAM et ladite unité de traitement prin-
cipale est choisie dans un groupe incluant au moins
une unité centrale UC et un processeur de signal
numérique PSN.

6. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, dans le-
quel ladite unité de traitement principale (410) est
configurée pour exécuter une application et pour at-
tribuer par l’intermédiaire de ladite interface des
sous-applications intensives en mémoire de ladite
application à ladite ASSPU (505).

7. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé selon la revendica-
tion 6, dans lequel ladite application inclut de la vidéo
et/ou du graphique.

8. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, à utiliser
dans un système qui inclut un module qui loge ladite
unité de traitement principale (410).

9. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé selon la revendica-
tion 8, dans lequel ledit système est choisi dans un
groupe comprenant au moins :

un téléphone cellulaire, une caméra vidéo nu-
mérique, un appareil photo numérique et un dé-
codeur.

10. Dispositif de mémoire spécialisé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, compre-
nant en outre : un bus spécial (1250) pour que ladite
ASSPU (505) accède audit au moins un banc spé-
cialisé (520), où ledit au moins un registre de com-
mande inclut un registre FIFO d’entrée (1230) et un
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registre FIFO de sortie (1240) et où pendant des
cycles de réserve, lorsque ladite ASSPU (505) n’uti-
lise pas ledit bus spécial (1250) pour accéder audit
au moins un banc spécialisé, ladite PMU (510) utilise
des cycles de réserve sur ledit bus spécial (1250)
pour écrire des données dudit registre FIFO d’entrée
(1230) sur au moins l’un dudit au moins un banc de
mémoire spécialisée et pour lire des données à partir
d’au moins l’un dudit au moins un banc spécialisé
(520) sur ledit registre FIFO de sortie (1240).

11. Méthode permettant de partager de la mémoire dans
un module de mémoire entre une unité de traitement
principale (410) et une unité de traitement de signal
spécifique d’application ASSPU (505) qui est incor-
porée sur la même puce que le module de mémoire,
dans laquelle le module de mémoire inclut au moins
un banc (520) partagé par l’unité de traitement prin-
cipale (410) et l’ASSPU (505) et au moins un banc
normal non partagé (530) accessible par ladite unité
de traitement principale, la méthode comprenant les
étapes consistant à :

Opermettre à ladite unité de traitement principa-
le (410) d’accéder audit au moins un banc de
mémoire normale (530) ;
O déterminer si l’unité de traitement principale
demande un accès à l’au moins un banc de mé-
moire partagé (520) ; et
O si le résultat de ladite détermination est que
l’unité de traitement principale demande un ac-
cès à un banc (530) non partagé (normal) (530)
du module de mémoire, laisser l’accès audit
banc non partagé (530) par l’unité de traitement
principale et laisser l’ASSPU (505) accéder
audit banc partagé (520) simultanément ;

caractérisée par l’étape consistant à :

O permettre à ladite unité de traitement princi-
pale (410) d’accéder à au moins un registre de
commande (1230, 1240, 1280, 1290) de ladite
ASSPU (505) à une adresse prédéterminée du-
dit au moins un banc de mémoire partagé (520)
à propos de données liées à au moins une tâche
prédéterminée exécutable par ladite ASSPU
(505) ; et
O ladite détermination comprenant le fait de dé-
terminer si l’unité de traitement principale de-
mande un accès à un registre de commande
(1230, 1240, 1280, 1290) de ladite ASSPU (505)
à une adresse prédéterminée de l’au moins un
banc de mémoire partagé (520) à propos de
données liées à une tâche prédéterminée exé-
cutable par l’ASSPU (505).

12. Méthode selon la revendication 11, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à : si le résultat de ladite

détermination est que l’unité de traitement principale
(410) demande un accès à un banc partagé (520),
signaler à ladite ASSPU (505) de libérer l’accès dudit
banc partagé (520), si nécessaire, et empêcher la-
dite ASSPU (505) d’accéder audit banc partagé
(520) pendant que ladite unité de traitement princi-
pale (410) accède audit banc partagé (520).

13. Méthode selon la revendication 11, incluant les éta-
pes consistant à exécuter une application au moyen
de ladite unité de traitement principale (410) et attri-
buer des sous-applications intensives en mémoire
de ladite application à ladite ASSPU (505).

14. Support de stockage lisible par ordinateur stockant
un ou plusieurs programmes exécutables par une
ou plusieurs unités de traitement pour réaliser les
étapes de la méthode de l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 11 à 13.
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